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Technical Data
Spec: Fairchild-Republic A-10A Thunderbolt II
Scale: 1/48th
Manufacturer: Italeri
Kit No: 2655
Material: IM
Price: £OOP
(Available as the ‘Jaws’ version #2659 at £27.99)

A-10A Thunderbolt II

This is the original Italeri box of this machine 
and is a good looking package with a lot of 
plastic in the box for your money.

Feature Build No.4
Downloadable Content

by Steve A. Evans



So
me time in the past, a little 
before all this politically 
correct stuff began to take 
hold, the pilots of the Fair-
child A-10A Thunderbolt II 

used to wear a shoulder patch with a picture 
on it. The picture was of a Warthog in a 
flight suit with these words written under-
neath: “Ugly, but well hung!” Well, this just 
about sums up this amazing looking aircraft. 
There have been a few kits of this in the past 
of course, most notably in this scale are the 
older Tamiya and Monogram and the newer 
HobbyBoss offering. This one from Italeri sits 
somewhere between the two camps as even 
though it’s a lot younger than Tamiya and 
Monogram, it’s also not quite as accurate, 
nor is it such a simple build but I’m getting 
ahead of myself here. Let’s take a look at 
what you get in the box.

Under the lid of the top opening box is 
a lot of plastic. There’s no denying that this 

aircraft is a sizable beastie and the model ob-
viously follows suit. The light grey-coloured 
plastic looks to be well moulded with fine 
recessed detail and panels, as well as raised 
rivet detail where appropriate. The smaller 
parts look reasonably well detailed but the 
cockpit is rather sparse, even if the Aces II 
ejection seat is nicely moulded. There are a 
couple of things that are immediately ap-
parent, the first is the overly heavy recesses 
around the hinge lines for the flying controls 
and the second is the very nice mould-
ings on the open access panel on the right 
hand fuselage side. So, all in all, as far as 
the plastic is concerned it’s a slightly mixed 
bag of good and not so good, of course the 
real test will begin when the glue is being 
splashed around. At least you get a reason-
able instruction booklet with neat drawings 
and a fair sized decal sheet, printed with the 
minimum of carrier film, which bodes well 
for later.

Construction 
It starts with putting the fuselage halves to-
gether, which is definitely not the norm here 
but all the internals slot in from underneath. 
Starting with the instrument panel, which 
is completely devoid of detail, with just a 
decal for the dials and instruments. This is 
well printed and detailed but isn’t particu-
larly accurate for the production machines, 
it’s more like one of the pre-production 
airframes. The nose gear bay has some neat 
features in there and slots into place without 
drama with the very simple cockpit assembly 
sat on top of that. The cockpit is massively 
over simplified and once again it’s decals for 
the side consoles. One thing to point out is 
that this model could potentially be a serious 
tail-sitter, so you need to add some weight. 
The instructions quote 30g, personally I’d 
recommend closer to 40g to make sure.

The wing structure is simple to build and 
at 37cm span it’s going to be a sizeable 
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The instrument panel is disappointing with no detail and an 
inaccurate decal for the dials

The seat is excellent however, so that’s going 
to be the main attraction in the cockpit area

No detail, just decals, which is surprising given the level of 
detail on all the other parts of the kit

The HUD is a little on the large side and too upright but 
under the windscreen it’ll look just fine
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model. A few clamps along the leading and 
trailing edges will hold everything in place 
for the glue to set. The tail sections are also 
easy to construct but the location of things 
like the chaff and flare dispensers are a bit 
vague, some good reference photos will be 
useful at this point. Be aware that many of 
the added little details are only applicable to 
late model variants of the A-10, so if you’re 
doing one of the earlier ones you need to 
pick and chose which bits to fit.

Now on to the problem area of this kit, 
the engine nacelles, the big General Electric 
TF34-GE-100 engines are a huge recognition 
point of this machine and are a focal point of 
the model. This makes it really annoying that 
Italeri got them so hideously wrong. Basically 
there are a number of serious errors. First, 
the fan, it is moulded with just eighteen 
blades when it should, in fact, have twenty-
eight! The nose pieces at the front are much 
too pointed and have an odd ‘pinched in’ 

shape and there is a truly massive step on 
the inside face that will need to be filled 
and sanded down. Add to that the fact that 
the fit of the nacelle doors is truly rubbish 
and the thickness of the plastic around the 
jet pipe area is colossally over-scale and you 
get the picture that this bit of the kit is just 
plain bad. Luckily, you can get replacement 
resin items to sort out the whole lot and I 
would recommend spending the extra cash 
to get things looking right. It has to be said 
however that with some filler, judicious 
use of sanding sticks and lots of top-notch 
cursing, you can make some decent looking 
nacelles, although the shortage of fan blades 
is always going to be the big problem.

Thankfully the build of the major subas-
semblies is no real problem and with the 
clamps holding it all in place it goes togeth-
er well enough. You do have to make sure 
you get the Dihedral correct on the wings, 
but other than that it’s plain sailing. That 

didn’t last too long though as once you put 
the nose cone and gun into place it’s obvi-
ous that this bit is also the wrong shape. 
The muzzle of the GAU-8 cannon is fine 
but that nose is not right at all. Basically it 

The main wings are large and imposing and those clamps are 
needed to hold it all straight while the glue sets

The tail sections have very good detail, including the raised 
rivet heads on this ruggedly built machine

The engine nacelles are troublesome, 
whichever angle you look at them. This is the 
jet-pipe and you can see on the right hand 
bit just how massively over scale they are; 
rubbing down required please

Poor panel fit needs lots of filler, which means lots of lost 
detail…rubbish

Now this is beginning to look like the Wart 
Hog we all know and love
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looks too ‘boxy’ and has some odd angles 
that need plenty of sanding down to get 
the cute little button nose we all know and 
love. It’s not a huge problem to be fair but 
it’s indicative of the fact that Italeri haven’t 
paid much attention to this one. You do get 
nice detail in the equipment hatch on the 
right, the undercarriage bays and the re-
fuelling receptacle on the port wing, not to 
mention the neat looking ejection seat that 
can be put in now, so it’s not all bad. The 
canopy, masked and temporarily fitted now 
is also pretty good, although a little basic, it 
comes with the scissor link opening mecha-
nism and it fits neatly enough.

Colour
In the box you get two options, two in clas-
sic multi-coloured ‘Lizard’ and two in the 
equally classic two-tone grey. Being the age 
I am, the Lizard scheme is the one that sticks 
in my mind when I think of this tank-busting 

giant, so the greys were completely ignored. 
To be honest with you, there was only ever 
going to be one choice for me as one of the 
options had a sharksmouth and little angel 
figure on the side, what’s not to love there? 
All the paints for this one are by LifeColor, 
mixed with about 40% screen wash they 
spray very well and of course are all col-
our matched to the Federal Standard. You 
need Dark Green FS34092, Medium Green 
FS34102 and Grey FS36081 (or FS36118 
depending on whose reference you believe). 
Spraying can be done with masks but the 
soft edges of the pattern are easy enough to 
replicate by hand with a good airbrush. Do 
not however believe Italeri when it comes 
to the camouflage pattern as they’ve got 
it wrong on the instruction painting guide. 
The upper, lower and left hand views are OK 
but the view of the right side is all messed 
up with the colour codes wrong and missing 
patches of grey. Please check your references 

once again to get this bit right.
Weathering is picking out some of the 

smaller panels and accentuating them with 
slightly lighter shades of the main colours. 
This breaks up the pattern and makes it more 
‘lived in’. This is helped along by Tamiya 
Smoke along the panel lines and some liberal 
streaks of pastel dust (grey and dark brown) 
completed with just a few chips of silver pen-
cil. Don’t do too much of that as most of the 
A-10 fleet were kept in pretty good condition 
by the hard-working ground crews.

As already mentioned there are four op-
tions in the box, all very nice and all with 
distinctive features of their own. The decals 
come on a large sheet, printed by Carto-
graph and they look gorgeous. Very sharp 
edges, good colour density and register and 
not too thick, they look like they should 
work very well on a coat of Johnson’s Klear 
gloss. You get a full set of stencils but some 
of the printing on them is complete gobble-

dygook, so you may not want to use them 
all. There are also a couple of problems, first 
and easiest to deal with is the sharksmouth 
doesn’t wrap all the way round the nose, as 
it should. That’s easy to touch up. Sec-
ondly, the ‘Hells Angel’ figure for version 
#1 is huge! It’s obviously been printed for 
a 1/24th A-10 because it sure ain’t 1/48th! 
This is a bit more of a problem but you have 
the option of printing your own decal or as 
I did, paint the little lady into place. Other-
wise the decals work beautifully. They release 
very quickly from the backing and although 
they are indeed thin, they are not too brittle 
and settle down very well using Micro Set 
and Sol. Silvering is almost no existent and 
the final result, especially after a quick scrub 
with light grey pastels to blend them in, is 
very pleasing indeed. The final very matt fin-
ish is courtesy of my all time favourite matt 
varnish, Xtracolor XDFF Flat varnish. Thinned 
with about 50% thinners it sprays wonder-

Halfords grey Plastic Primer, the perfect basecoat for the paint Lighter of the two greens to begin with and although it’s the 
correct FS number (according to LifeColor) it’s much too light

The grey in place in the proper pattern and a toning down of 
the contrast with an overspray of the Medium Green areas
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fully finely to leave a velvet smooth surface.

Final Details
You get a fine selection of weapons in the 
box, including; a centre line drop tank, 2x 
AIM-9 Sidewinders, 2x Mk 20 Rockeyes, 2x 
SUU-30 munitions dispensers, 2x Mavericks 
and 2x rocket pods. To be honest, the Rock-
eys and dispensers could have been deleted 
and a couple more Mavericks added so that 
you could model a more realistic load but all 
in all it’s not too bad.

The undercarriage units are well moulded 
and fit neatly too, giving a sturdy footing to 
the kit, the gangly front wheel could have 
been the weak point but it has multiple at-
tachments and with the nose door in place 
as well as a prop it’s perfectly serviceable.

The crew ladder and door is also quite 
well done but it’s of the later tubular cross 
section and not the original box, shape. 
It’s well moulded though and really does 

look the part once painted and in position. 
The same can be said for all the remaining 
bits and pieces as well. These include the 
Pave Penny laser targeting unit, all the little 
aerials and fuel dump pipe at the rear, the 
neat equipment bay on the right hand side 
and once that canopy is opened, the well 
moulded ejection seat takes the eye away 
from the rather flat looking instruments.

Verdict
Well, what can we say? This is a kit of polar 
opposites, good and bad. The terrible engine 
nacelles have to be the main problem and 
this is poor work, sloppy design and I feel a 
rant coming on again, so I’m going to shut 
up about them, but beware! That odd nose 
profile, the poorly detailed cockpit and the 
daft mistakes on the decal sheet all add up 
to more bits that take the gloss off the final 
model. Also, the fact that Italeri couldn’t 
make up their mind whether to produce an 

The ‘Hells Angel’ harking back to the AVG days in China is 
stupidly oversized, gorgeous, but too big!

Hand painted little devil looks better, not quite as sexy but 
that’s the breaks

Neat enough weapons but not really a representative load-
out for an operational aircraft. More Mavericks please!

The well-moulded undercarriage has good detail and very good attachment points for a 
sturdy set of legs. They need to be because you need some serious weight in the nose to keep 
it down
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older aircraft, or one of the modified air-
frames, is obvious. It’s like the whole range 
of A-10’s have been supplied in one kit with 
not a word about which bits should go with 
which option. 

So what are the good bits then? Lots 
actually, just look at the final model for a 
starter. It was more work than expected but 
by goodness it looks like a Warthog to me. 
It’s got lovely external detail and it’s accu-
rate in size and (mostly) shape. With a good 
weapon set and a fine range of markings, 
this all of this adds up to a neat kit. It’s not 
too expensive and Italeri have re-boxed 
this one for a couple of newer versions and 
updated the moulds, so if you’ve got a bit 
of spare cash you can get yourself cockpit 
update or a new nacelle or two to make an 
excellent “Wart Hog”.

Well hung? Well yes, actually.
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